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Release Notes for Patch Release#4642

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.4-rev26Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.4-rev25
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently toshipping Patch Release #4619.

57705 Disable OX login screen if no connection to DBUsers were redirected to the OX login screen instead of a custom login page.This has been changed and the users are now redirected to the customized login screen.
56042 Got exception during uploadMiddleware’s Sproxyd connector refused to store an empty file to Sproxyd end-point and Hard failwhen trying to delete a non-existing file.This has been solved by allowing to store an empty file to Sproxydend-point and Do not fail whentrying to delete a non-existing file from Sproxydend-point.
55362 Translation missing on upload timeout errorError to early to load at least the translated message.Static error messages for different languages added to index.html to solve this issue.
53905 Inconsistent behavior between modules for external accounts handlingButton was shown although if no service is available.This has been fixed by adding check to show subscribe buttons only if there is a service available.
44380 Login form shown when using SAML and the IdP is slow to respondWe changed the login process to be completely customizable using ui plugins. This allows for fine-grained control to meet all possible demands.

3 Tests
Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guidedand close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environ-ment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behaviour. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
57705, 56042, 55362, 53905, 44380,
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